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CONSTRUCTED almost entirely from
pipe fittings, this drill press will be
found exceptionally rigid, neat in appearance and quiet in operation.
First get a cone pulley having a thick
hub to allow a slot for the key. Refer to
Figs. 1 and 6, and construct the frame.
Drill through for the spring-assembly tube
before screwing on the table support. Bush
the 1-in. tees with 1-in. pipe as shown,

cut off and carefully drive in model-T
Ford spindle bushings after having reamed
to fit %-in. drill rod. Insert the shaft and
aline the bearings by tapping the shaft.
With the shaft in place, pour molten babbitt around the spindle bushings. Now
fasten a pulley on the shaft, take up the
end play with a shaft collar, place it under

power and turn down a groove as
shown in Fig. 3. The long slot ig
cut easily with a plane made of two
hack-saw blades clamped between
two thin boards and a third board
extending below to guide against the
shaft. Make a key to fit this slot as
in Fig. 4, and drive it into a slot cut
in the top of the pulley. The upper
puLley grease retainer is made by
cementing a ?&-in. aluminum disk tb
the pulley. Allow 24 hours for drying and
then cement a %-in. plywood ring to the
disk. Turn this true and cement the
upper disk, which ia out o u t t o clear the
tee. Turn the whole assembly true with a
file. The lower grease retainer is simply
a brass cup, Fig. 2, made by wiring sheet
brass around a %-in. pipe and soldering
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bearing grease retainer assembly as s h m .
m e coveralides to a tiglit fit on the %..in..
pipe. Cut off a Ford spindle bushing and
&ive it into the %-in. pipe after bushing
with split tubing or tin. Drill through and
tap. for %-in. studs. The studs must have
cut threads to avoid turning through into
the shaft. See that all pivoting points in
the handle lever are in alinement by inserting long rods in the holes and sighting
aldng' .these. If not lined up' properly the
top bearing will heat up rapidly.
Constru'ct the spring plunger "assembly
next as in Fig. 3. Us6 a spring
having at least a 12 to 15-lb.
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pull when extended 1in. The
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the joints. Cement a wood
plug in the bottom as showd.
M a k e a l a r g e aluminum
washer to support the lower
ball-bearing assembly.
To assemble the shaft, drop
the lower ball-bearing cup
down into the tee and slide
the pulley in place. Raise the
grease retainer cup into place
and slide the washer beneath.
Then insert the shaft upward
through the pulley. Refer to
Fig. 3 to make the upper ball-
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